the story
behind

mice
When Jim Ryan started working on his high school senior project back in 2000,
he couldn’t have known he was creating what would become one of Greenville’s most beloved
obsessions. Inspired by the book, Goodnight Moon, Jim proposed installing nine unique mouse
sculptures along downtown’s Main Street. Jim then teamed up with local sculptor Zan Wells to create
the nine unique bronze figures, each with its own distinct personality. The mice were then carefully
placed, each in his or her own special spot, and the Mice On Main scavenger hunt was born.

mice on main SCAVENGER HUNT

Greenville’s bronze mice are spaced out on one side of Main Street or the other, from the
Hyatt Regency to the Westin Poinsett. Use the clues to find all nine mice! Happy hunting!

1. You’ll find Marvin near the Roost. He brought 		
his book to give his reading a boost. 		

6. Mitch gets ready to run into a “money garden”
to have some fun.

2. Maggie is across the street keeping cars off the
sidewalk - a tricky feat!

7. Melissa is always a happy sight! She likes to keep
the “dark corner” bright!

CLUE: SEARCH AT THE HYATT AND NOMA SQUARE.

CLUE: LOOK BOTH WAYS! (IS THAT A PARKING BARRIER?)

CLUE: THINK WELLS FARGO INNER GARDEN.

CLUE: MELISSA IS FOND OF CREPES AND SUSHI, TOO!

3. Marvin, Jr. is too young to drink morning brew; 		
8. Mifflin is on the corner by a bank. (It’s the oldest
still he tries to sneak in before he hears “shoo” !		 one downtown, to be quite frank.)
CLUE: DO YOU SEE A COFFEE SHOP?

4. Marcley’s cool; you’ll see that at a glance.
ONE City Plaza is where he loves to dance.
CLUE: LOOK NEAR THE PLAZA SQUARE.

5. If Millie didn’t have such a wonderful view, she
might come down and eat chicken with you.

CLUE: HE HAS A PERFECT VIEW OF A GIANT BOAR!

9. At an Italian restaurant, right near a rain spout, 		
Uncle Miles is just hanging out.
CLUE: UNCLE MILES LOVES GARDENS, AND
THERE’S ONE CLOSE BY.

CLUE: SHE’S KEEPING HER EYES ON YOUR WAFFLE FRIES!

Find them all? Congratulations, Mouse Hunter! Mission accomplished!

